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It is our pleasure and honour to congratulate the IOMP Journal Medical Physics International (MPI) on its 10 Years Anniversary!

10 years period is the first punctuation of growth when it comes for human age, but a decade in the professional world is an important milestone.

MPI’s contribution to the professional aspects of medical physics is indisputable. The broad regional and functional coverage, the always up-to-date topics and the attention paid to the detail turned MPI into a tribune of medical physics profession throughout the years. MPI reaches out to medical physics societies and to individual medical physicists throughout the world through carefully curated works on various topics related to the present, past and the future of medical physics. Special focus is set on the History of Medical Physics turning these special series into unique source of information on how our profession developed technologically and organizationally.

MPI co-editors Dr. Tabakov and Dr. Sprawls succeeded in soliciting an excellent editorial team supported by some of the world’s leading medical physicists.

Health and Technology editorial board acknowledges MPI’s contribution to the various aspects of IOMP and medical physics – professional, education and training, collaboration, technology, global outreach.

Congratulations to a decade dedicated to Medical Physics!
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